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What comes to mind when September rolls around?
What else but to return to UPS; like the swallows flocking
to their abodes in Capistrano,the typical Logger wings his
way back to the campus that he left so gratefully three
months before.
The “ first time” of doing anything leaves a mark on our
psyche,but surely theact of goingtocollegecarves oneof
the deepest impressions of all. For the Class of 1979,their
arrival marked the severing of old ties,and the formation
of new ones,along with adapting to livingwith one to five
roommates,80 watts per channel stereos,8:00classes,and
4:00 am studying.
For the Class of 1976,their arrival marked,for most,thelast time that they'd return to UPS in September. The
imminence of going out into that “cold, cruel world"surely was foremost in each of their minds, beyond the
parties, the classes, and “the little red-haired girl."
For those of us caught in the void between freshman
and senior, there was the Bicentennial to experience.The
“accident” of this year coinciding with the anniversary ofThe Declaration of Independence gave us a special reason
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This is the 57th edition of the Tamanawas.“Tamanawas” happens to be an Indian word
that stands for the vision a youth saw once he traveled into the woods just at the time he
was to become, spritually, a man. His "tamanawas” would be a guiding light to him
throughout the rest of his life.
'S.pr Well,at the risk of sounding pretentious, here is our"Tamanawas”;our vision of what
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Another mystery is how we managed
to be called "The Loggers."
Perhaps it happened because, unlike
“ Wildcats,” or “ Rams,” “ The Loggers” is
an idea that is deeply rooted in the
Northwest's heritage.
Those hearty men and women who
mounted springboards and sawed down
the mighty virgin timber of the region,
with only their muscles to aid them, built
this area. Indeed, the logging industry is
still responsible for building our cities
and towns.
The memory of those loggers of olden
days exists for us to emulate as best we
can.
With all this in mind, we dedicate
Tamanawas Seventy Six to all of us:
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Welcome to registration,new friends,
the joys of the bookstore,and the first
of multitudinous examinations.









































































































































There is a conspiracy in the Student
Programs Office among the Artists and
Lectures Committee, Celler X,
Showcase, Campus Films, and the
Performing Arts Committee along with
some former Loggers who call
themselves the Toppers to keep you out
of the library and away from your books.
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above left - Frank Herbert, author of Dune,talks
about most everything with a U.P.S. audience,
below left - The Irish American String Band
presents very special music, above - Olivia takes
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“ The Days of Prohibition” was the theme of this year’s
homecoming. The wet and rainy week was filled by
activities such as the Spirit Parade from the Pig, in which
the Phi Delt-Tri Delt trailer rig won first place. The
Homecoming Ball took place down at the Top of the
Ocean on Friday night, followed on Saturday by the
football game against Chico State, which we won (of
course).
Saturday night brought a concert to the Fieldhouse,
starring Cheech and Chong (complete with hilarious
comedy of questionable taste) and Cecilio and Kapono, a




























A chance to don


















Lieutenant Rooney Mark Hoffman
The Reverend Dr. Harper James Lyle
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The 1975 season brought to Logger
football much excitement as the team
won all their home games in
exceptional fashion. Up until the next
to last game of the season the Loggers
had been hoping the impossible, a
shot at post-season play at the
Camelia Bowl. However, the team’s
hopes were dashed by several
questionable penalties near the close
of their game versus the Oregon
College of Education in Oregon
which allowed the Wolves to
maintain their undefeated record, 30-
27.
Outstanding play this year was
exhibited by most of the Loggers,
with standouts like Ron Reeves, Jim
Hatch, Doug Holderman, Frank
Washburn, Greg Baker, Frank
O'Loughlin, Calvin Saunders, Clay
Angleand many others too numerous
to list.
1975 UPS Football Season
UPS 12 Montana Tech 7
UPS 20 Humboldt State 9
UPS 20 Pacific Lutheran 7
UPS 3 San Francisco St. 31
UPS 3 Cal Poly Pomona 3
UPS 34 Santa Clara 20
UPS 35 Chico State 12
UPS 28 Central Wash. 17
UPS 15 Simon Fraser 3
UPS 27 Oregon College 30




B i l l L i n n e n k o h l (1st T e a m ) ,
linebacker; Steve Lawson (1st Team),
defensive end; Steve Davies, (1st
Team), defensive end; Tom Nelson
(1st Team), defensive tackle; Larry
Smith (1st Team), safety; Greg Baker
(1st Team), running back; Steve Cain
(1st Team), offensive guard.
Dave Vick (2nd Team), offensive
guard; Dave Rowan (2nd Team),












Tom Grant (Honorable Mention),
o f f e n s i v e t a c k l e; C l a y A n g l e
(Honorable Mention), quarterback;
Brent Wagner (Honorable Mention),
kicker.
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Front row: Calvin Saunders,Bob Brede,GregBernoski,John Kuschell,
Jim Hatch, Donn Etherington, Mark Togerson, Ken Kiyosaki, Terry
Higbee, Houg Holderman, Clayton Angle, Bryn Torkelson, Mike
Miazga, Erica Judson, Greg Baker, Rich Hanson, Steve Levenseller,
Greg Mitchell,Kevin Skalisky,John Best,Glen Rohr,Brent Heath,Joey
Johnson, "Zeke” Schultz, Sally Jacobson, Brent Wagner. Frank
Washburn, Gordon Elliot, Bill Linnenkohl, Pete "New York” Smith,
Jamie Jasper, Trainer, Elaine Kittenger, Frank "Clank” O’Laughlin,"Jumpin’’ Joe Yeager, Ron “Laugh” Reeves, Bob “Prep” Emerson,Dave Buckles, Ed "Lumpy” Lundberg, Gail Wood, Ken Van Buren,
Sherri Dumdei,Jim Adgar,TomPicha,Terry Harris,Rick Gehring,Mike
Mays, Ed Raisl, Tom "Whitey” Nelson, Mike Green, Jill Wark, John
"Sleepy” Clymo, Bob Ogden, Pete Odland, Kevin “Bama” Billings,Steve Wilson, Steve Cain,Dan Kuehl, Steve "Donkey” Davies,"Ricky
R. Rookie,” Fred Grimm,Cliff Johnson,Eileen Galt,John Bowen,Chris
Smith,MikeConner,Dave “Bubble ass” Vick,Ed Frolen,Rick St.Jean,Bill Stout,Tom Grant,Dave Rowan,"John Doe” Simon,Jeff Leuthold,
Mark Evans, Steve Lawson, Rob Cushman, Kim Reimer, Keith
Claypoole, Randy Moon, Tony Herdner, Jack Fabulich, Larry Smith,
Paul Wallrof, Ron Wax Simonson, Lloyd Danzizen, Ed Wallon. Not
pictured: Patrick O’Loughlin,Paul James,Dave Buckles,Duke Phillips,
and Mike Curtis. Above list brainstorm of Dave Vick, Frank
O'Loughlin, and Jim Hatch.
31
Volleyball
The Women’s Volleyball Team
spiked their way to an impressive
record this year of 11-4, with two of
those losses against a gigantic
University of Washington team.
Coached by Frank Johnson and
Alice Bond, the team spiked and
served to a position of dominance
among the Northwest’s small
colleges.
The Women’s Field Hockey team
wished that they could have had as
successful season as volleyball as their
crew limped their way to a dismal 0-6-
1 season. The women's high point
occured in the second game of the
year as they scored their only goal.





Women’s Volleyball: Top to bottom: Peggy
Boyle,Alice Sigurdson,Evalyn Goldberg,Tracy
Niau, Susan Baker, Peggy Furman, Rochelle
Brosseau, (left) Jan Bolerjack, (right) Elvira
Acosta, Alice Bond.
Not pictured: Bebe Adams,Cara Cross,Debbie
























UPS vs Lewis & Clark
UPS vs U of Portland
UPS vs PLU
Olympic CC vs UPS
UPS vs Highline CC
Willamette vs UPS
U of Washington vs UPS
Willamette vs UPS
George Fox vs UPS
Green River CC vs UPS
UPS vs Olympic CC
PLU vs UPS
UPS vs U of Washington






UPS: 8-15, 15-7, 15-13
PLU: 15-7, 9-15, 15-3, 15-4
UPS: 12-15, 15-8, 15-7, 15-3
UPS: 3-1
UPS:
UW: 15-8, 15-14, 15-8
UPS: 1-15,15-11, 15-4,15-11
UPS: 15-9, 15-2
UPS: 7-15, 15-7, 15-5, 15-17,
15-5
UPS: 15-7, 8-15, 15-8, 11-15,
17-15
UPS: 12-15,15-4,15-12,18-16








Women's Field Hockey: Front left to right:
Lynda Reesee, Katie Stack, Jan Baxter, Karen
Bice, Carole Buckinger, Janet Soley, Susan
Heff, Jan Cabler, Carrie Asleson, Shirley
McDougall, Coach Alice Bond, Darcy














Front row: John Boggs,WillieBrowne,DonGreco,
Brian Brouillet, Dave Richard, Steve Miner, Dale
Ehrenheim, Mark Brown, Bob Skar, Jim Daulley
(Coach).
Women’s Cross Country: Laura Shunk, Cathy
Shaw,Debbie Aldrete,Coach Dawn Bowman,Sue
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The Men’s Cross Country team ran to another basically
successful year. The only thing that kept the UPS harriers from
equaling or even bettering their outstanding record of last year
when they finished 17th at the national finals, was that one of
their five entrants at the NCAA Division 2 meet, Willie Browne,
succumbed to the heat in Irvine, California and suffered a heat
stroke, leaving UPS with only four placers,anddisqualified them
from competition. A lack of funds had prevented the Loggers
from bringing along an alternate runner to the meet.
Leading the Loggers, coached by first year man Jim Daulley,
was Bob Skar, Brian Brouillet, Browne, Dave Richards, Mark
Brown and John Boggs.
The Distaff team of harriers, who had their own first year
coach, Dawn Bowman,had a “ satisfying” season of competition.
Their basic aim was to build up a good program for the future,
which the women undertook with gusto. Coach Bowman stated
that, “ the attitude, enthusiasm andhardwork of this team will be
hard to match in the years to come.”
The team was led by Sue Kauffman and latecomer Zelda
Zabinsky, along with Laura Shunk who was injured after the third
meet of the season. All of the team, said Bowman, was running
very consistantly, and improved greatly since the beginning of
practice.
Perhaps the finest thing to be said about the teams,both men
and women,was stated by Bowman,“ Everyone is diligent. It’s the






The Logger soccer team, though
ragged at times, was able to score
perhaps one of their best seasons ever,
climaxing with a 2-1 victory over
crbsstown rival Pacific Lutheran
University.
The season ending PLU game was
sparked by goals by Norman Berg and
Earl Nausid, along with the excellent
play of goalie Ken Tallquist and
defensive sweeper Russ Steele.
Coach Roman Strugledthe bootersto
a 4-5-2 season and 4-4 in league play.
Other outstanding players on the UPS
team were Tony Kiriluk, Gary
Culbertson, Kris Karlstrom, Nick Papini,
Gordon McCabe, and Mike Holzgang.
The superb Logger defense was
attested to by the coach of Simon Fraser
University in British Columbia after the
Loggers' loss there, “ The Loggers had
the best defense of anyonewe’veplayed
this year." This included University of
Washington, Washington State, Seattle
Pacific and Stanford.
The team is looking forward next year
to improve, and begin some ruckus
amongst the present soccer kings of the
Northwest.
SOCCER
Final Record - 4 wins, 5 losses, 2 ties





UPS 1 Seattle U: 5
UPS 0 U. of Wash. 4
UPS 1 Pacific Lutheran
(non-conference)
1
UPS 4 Western Washington 3
UPS 0 Simon Frasher 7
UPS 2 Western Washington
(non-conference)
2
UPS 4 Oregon State 3
UPS 1 U. of Oregon 0
UPS 0 SPC 4
UPS 2 Pacific Lutheran 1
Awards
Most Valuable Player - Nick Papini
Most Inspirational Player - Jim Hackinon
Most Improved Player - Mike FJoIzgang
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Left to right, going up -
June Hofstead, Watson Wade, Eleanor Nystrom,
Carryl Kline, Harriet Richmond, Margo Holm,


























Left to right -
James Regens, Paul Heppe, Craig Gunter,
William Hobson
Language
Left to right -
Gonzalo Navajas, Richard Sawrey, Jacqueline
Martin, Robert Herschbach, Renate Hodges,









Left to right -
Martin E. Nelson, Bert E. Brown, Frederich W.
Slee, Z.F. (Frank) Danes
Education
Standing left to right -
Linda Cockrell, Annabel Lee, Milton Hoyt
Seated left to right -
John Heinrick, Richard Hodges, Robert
Hostetter, Edith Gifford, Norman Heimgartner,
Ray Roussin, Barbara Holme
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Standing left to right -
Michael Gardiner, Edward Herbert, Ernest
Karlstrom
Seated left to right -










Left to right -






























Standing left to right -
Charles Ibsen, Ann Neel
Seated left to right -












Standing left to right -
Bill Colby, Peggy Mayes, Ron Fields, Don
Kelm
Seated left to right

































Left to right -
Carl Clavadetscher, Jerry Allen, Gary Peterson,
Carol Slowman, Ric Tutor, Wilbur Baisinger
and Bruin.
Religion
Standing left to right -
Darrell Reeck, Richard Overman, Pierce
Johnson
Seated left to right -















Standing left to right -
Edward Hansen, Thomas Golleeke, Ilona
Herlinger, Lawrence Ebert, Charles Pendleton,
Edward Seferian, Danial Lynch
Seated left to right -
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Seated left to right




Standing left to right -
Emile Combe, Franklyn Hruza
Seated left to right -








Standing left to right -




























Left to right -
Captain Baarstad, Captain Stephenson,












Standing left to right -
Dawn Bowman, Don Zech, Paul Walldrof,
Alice Bond
Kneeling left to right -
Joe Peyton, Deke Schuldt, Ron Simonson,
Don Duncan
Chemistry
Standing left to right -
Jeff Bland, Curtis Mehlhaff , Keith Berry
Seated left to right -
Robert Carlson, William Kray, Wesley Nigh
A- -
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English
Standing left to right -
Barry Bauska, Ralph Corkrum, Michael
Curley, Tim Hansen, Frank Cousens,
Charles Frank, Philip Hager, Rosemary
VanArsdel
Seated left to right -












Seated left to right -





Left to right: William Daugherty,Hamlin
Robinson, James F. Morris, William C.
Orthman, Homer Hamner, John Prins,
Robert L. Hollister,Jr., Clayton Thwing,
Paul Anton, Mitchel Bloom, William
Baugh,Thomas Sinclair, Keith Maxwell,
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Economics











Left to right -




Standing left to right -
Peter Tillers,George Neff Stevens,Douglas
Branson,James Beaver,John Strait,Sheldon
Frankel, William Oltman, John U. Weaver,
Bruce F. Meyers
Seated left to right -
I. Boyce Covington, John LaFond, Joseph
Sinclitico, Anita Steele, George Priest,
Thomas Holdych, Richard Settle
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Standing left to right -
Florence Phillippi, Suzanne Barnett,
Redmond Barnett
Seated left to right -
Theodore Taranovski,C. Brewster Coulter,
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Second Floor
1. Jackie McGourty 2. Amanda Davis 3. Cathy Rockway 4. Wanda Debord 5. AliceRobinson 6. Joan Marks 7. Nina Schuter 8. Wendy Beaudry 9. Shauna Candia 10.Jenny Churchill 11. Lynn Carlson 12. Linda Engelking 13. Cathy Iwami 14.ColetteTimmis15. Kathy Street 16. Kitty Maclnnis17. Carolyn larson 18. Vera Rechsteiner19. Cheryl Higuchi 20. Mavis Pico 21. Teresa Bell 22. Carol Freeburg 23. Lisa-Loutzenhiser.
Not pictured: Diane Vigoda, Sheryl Underwood, JoDene Stout, HelenO’Donnell, Keiko Naguchi, Lori Morita, JoAnn Moore, Eileen Miyamoto, LaurieMerta, Carol Laseke, Karen Loomis, Cathy Long, Bea Lane, Kim Kirsner, SandyKarlsuik, Pam Jones, Mindy Jenkins, JoAnn Hulse, Peggy Furman, JeannetteFujita, Randi Dillman, Kathy Corrigan, Jani Beeler, Carrie Asleson, DebbieAnderson, Vera Acosta.
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Front row: Mike Raymond, Tony Zgraggen,
James Rowley, Chris Ellis Mark Hunt, Bryce
Kennedy.
Second row (left to right):Cliff Ells,Brian Cole,
David Johnson, Jim King, James Miller,Mark
Miller, John Tangborn,Cary Johnson.
Back row (left to right):LeeFlores,DavidFoote,
Jeff Morton,Steve McLellan,Russel Helgeson,
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Second row: Sherry Wood,
Eileen Galt, Debbie Lum,
Kathy Johannes, Sherri
Dumbei, Ann Dunkle, Kim
Rigby,Kris Anderson.
Third row: Lyn McNerney,
Deborah Baker, Terry
Carpenter, Marlina Vea, Jan
Bolerjack, Jane Pendergrass,
Sara Bonneville, Ann Joy,
Patricia Philbin,Suzie Wigley,
Marcia Desy.
Fourth row: Char Davenport,
Alice Sigurdson, Ronda
Williams, Lori Hill, Linda
































I. Judy Stanton 2. Lynne Dysart 3.
“Loverly" 4. Kathy Kurfess 5. "Fido” 6.
Marianne Rowe 7. "Tony” 8. Molly
Naubert 9. "George” 10. Jody Mingus
II. Ann Hennigan 12."Lambie” 13. Lois
Ariyoshi 14. "Ted D. Bare” 15. DebbieHenke 16. "W.F.” 17. Valerie Creten 18.
"Snoopy" 19. Sydney Kahler 20.
"Chippy” 21. Bonnie Willians 22.
"Scottie” 23. Ann Catherine Marteny 24.
"Pooh Bear” 25. Trade Poole 26.
“Herman” 27. “Snicklefrits” 28.









Front row (left to right):
Tony "Jap” Hughes,
Jeffrey L. “Legs” Smith,
Trebor G. “Turkey”
S a p p e r , A l b e r t I .
"Kodachrome” Hintz.
Back row (left to right):
G a r y "B-1" S c o t t,
Douglas "F-15” Shippy,
C r a i g W. "Dingle”
Clarkson, Thomas F.
"Aromatic” Lundeen,Richard W. “Barney"
Barnett, David “Gudar-
ian” Doctor, David L.
“Azorian Devil” Carde-
iro.
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Roberson.
Second row: Linda Podany,Ann Pulliam,Sue Cleveland,King Sing Lee,
John Stimson,Therese Sullivan, Jeff Halik,Clark Riccobuono.
Third row: Jeff Stone,Dan Wood,Steve Walker,Pete Struyvenberg, Sue
Skelton,Mike Redley,Joanne Williams,Miles Kimoto,Rick Unrue,Mike
Reed,Mike Holzgang,Steve Houston.
Not pictured:Gordon Buford,Joe Menton,Tim Sullivan,Matt Silverman,
Bill Wampler,Scott Ramsay,Keith Versoi,John Bowen,JoelleRaichle,Bev
Brasher, John DeWitt, Tom Lowe, Jolene Perry, Debbie Moon,Linda
Howell, Ann Robertson,Maria Thomas,Julie Creswell,Katherine Kwok,
ChinMingChan,Mahiko Wagai,Emily Pak,Herbert Wang,Joseph Yeager,
Christma Wu,Angela Tang,.HansVandeft,Adrianus Nuhn,William Beck,
Charlene Cowan,EllenKellogg,Mark Wylet,Peter Anderson,Ann Beaver,
Ann Keeler, James Anderson,Doug Stickler,Sandra Ike,Keala Ahsoon,
Valerie Chang,Jill Raisler, Brenda Betsone,Jeff malik,Rick Cheif,Ingrid
Anderson,Gina Armer,Steve Walker,Dan Bissonnette,Kim Coles,Allan















Lying on floor: Kathy Youngers, Raquel Heuston.
First row: Tracy Cozon, Judy Muir, Tammy Wiegers, LindaWoodson, Valerie Kyle, Patsy Batstone, Colette Fujita, Susan Hoff,
Julie Shields, Lynn Stilley, Yolanda Chew.
Second row: Cindy Rush, Dawn Jasper, Sally Harrison, Kris Sykes,
Buffe Pierson, Gina Seashore, Barbara Hunter, Suzanne Eastep,
Senator Daiquiri, Melissa Crites, Cindy Brown, Janet Saulie,
Francisca Dela Rosa, Valerie Vincent, Andrea Little, Arlene Libby.Third row: Debbie Porterfield, Ann Hunt, Linda Darke, Chen
Cozon, Laurie Wood, Jan Matsuyama, Laura Thomas, DanetteWong, Kathy Page, Louise Starr, Charlene Yamamoto, JackieBower, Joan Burke, Jean Young, Debbie Aldrete, Mitzi Wilson,
Carrie Mayes, Valerie Johnson, Gail Conrod, Bridget Matsumoto,
Chris Linse, Myra Stanton, Jean Bohannan, Janet Creswell.Fourth row: Ann Nakamura, Sue Leckrone, Penny Baz, KathyMcCormack, Judy Rafnal, Molly Jensen, Fran Putnam, JanetChristensen, Gail Smith. Missing: Sandy Coons.
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TODD HALL
1. Julie Stone 2. Jill Longmire 3. Sue Johdahl 4. Margret McNamara 5. JennyWoodard 6. Carol Vangelos 7. Laurie Knox 8. Laurel Warner 9. DebbieTarbuck 10. Carolyn Richardson 11. Tom Bracich 12. John Sincock 13. JohnFord 14. Steve Thomas15. Sara Beckwith 16. Carol Cronkhite17. Leslie Wetzel
18. Wanda Panasuk 19. Mary Winslow 20. Lundie Fleming 21. Martha Thomas
22. Ed Fredrick 23. Sue Peterson 24. Jim Denno 25. Richard Johnson 26. TomMetzdorf 27. Donita Nelson 28. Mickey Pease 29. Stuart Ewing
I.Susan York 2. Art Blauvelt 3. Karen Nelson 4. Robert Juhnke 5. Dana Hasselo
6. Art Harlin 7. John Lunt 8. Deanna Wenrich 9. Larry Mertz10.Jennifer SmithII. Bob Specht 12. Pam Knox 13. Duane Pellervo 14. Bob Farsworth 15. Greg
Pretti16. Lance McDaniel 17. Mark Thompson 18. Steve Moe19. John Day 20.Rod McHattie 21. Dave Hansen 22. Joe Rehfeld 23. Danny Hobbs 24. Steve
Frees 25. Mark Smith 26. Russ Purvis 27. Galen Freed 28. Tom Fosse 29. MaryVoelkner 30. Tracy Hurst 31. Debbie Vincent 32. Joyce Jacobs 33. DorcyBrowback 34. Bob Squires 35. Grant Saulie 36. Alan Fresche 37. Brian Fugere
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1. Keone Cook 2. Phyllis Sumida 3. Linda Reser 4. Rick Robinson 5.Gayle
Swensen 6. Elaine Engstrom 7. Matt Robertson 8. Karen Ball 9. Kevin Maddux
10. Jo Dee Theade 11. Steve 12. Tom Rutter 13. Doug Alvey 14. Jim
Garber 15. Dave Robinson 16. Suzi Henriot 17. Susan Gulick 18. Gary
Clubertson19. Harriet Conkey 20.Kathy Goldsworthy 21. Linda John 22.Tony
Tento 23. Becky Turner 24. Gary Grossman 25.Julie Yeager 26.Scott Holcomb
27. Lindie Lund 28. Heather Runningham 29. Mrs. Johnson 30. Connie Keen
31. Elsa Brueggeman 32. Shirley McDougall 33. Thomas Pratum 34. Karl
Schaefer 35. Jon Sagawa 36. Steve Dwyer 37. Jeff Jacobs 38. Tom Pratum 39.
Mike Ritchie 40. Ken VanBuren 41. Daniel Bolong 42. Randy Smith.
Not pictured: Robin Whitmore,Nancy Wynkoop,Rei Kanzaki,Doug Kahoe,
Susan Bush,Sandra Smith,Tom Allison, Russell Davison, Judy Roesch,Jamie
Jasper,Mark Rubenstein,Eric Kruger,Mark Okihiro,Jeff Strong,Lynn Fowler,
Ben Jones, Brian Miner, Richard Dennis, Ben Huntley, Carol McKnight,
Nancy Morris,Leslie Cook,Marianne Scott,Steve Chilson,John Kenney,Phil
Moseley, Pete Savers, Bobbie Mayer, Jane Christen Ann Hadden, Mark





















1. Dale Bryan (R.A.) 2. Lonnie Dicus 3. Eric Lee 4. Richard Eisenberg 5.
John Jamieson 6. Doug Albertson 7. Litton Field 8. Roland Stout 9. Bob
Pritts 10. Bill Canfield 11.Mike Pratum12.Mario Forte 13.Tony Medeiros
14. Alexander Stewart 15. Ken Israel 16. Don Dobler 17. Allan Knight 18.
Dave Carter 19. Tad Nottage 20. John Campbell 21. Ron Porterfield






















Seated (left to right): Barbara Campbell, Stephanie Allen, Anne
MacPherson, Janet Baxter, Tina McClellan, Martine Dunden, Lisa
Lanza, Cindy Deale.
Standing (left to right): Alexandria Schwartz, Collet Mclnerney,
Candee Paparazzo,Karen Mallory,Donna Stock,Barbara Buller,Anne
Holiana, Amy Griffith,Janet Hoglund,Cathy Cooper,Collen Meenan.












Front: Lynne Swedberg, Jeanette Jones,
Elaine Woodworth.
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Left to right: Dave Peterson, Sherry Rossitier,
Danya Johnson, John Milnor.












Front: Eric Quinn, Tom Duinker, Carlos Verlieye
Back: Jim Bailey, Chen Tsen Yung, Ty Morris.
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Back to front: Roger "O.D.”, Norm,





































KIRBY HOUSE (1312 N. Alder)
Left to right: Cindy Stock and
Chica, Karen Walker, Kris
McCallum,Karen Wallerich.
BERVEN HOUSE (1216 N.
Union)
Left to right: Terry Titmus,
Alan Barber, Roger Canfield,
Jeff Anderson, Tim Cooper.
Not pictured: Bob Wells and
Tom Kennedy.
SOLBERG HOUSE (1420 N.
Alder)
Left to right: Tetsuji
Uchiyama, Michael Van
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Karen Rudel, Karen Quinn,
STUCCO HOUSE
Front: Dennis Hogan,
Second row: Kim (Gibby) Creek,
Paul Ried. Back row: Norman Chen,
Dave Huycke, John Long.
Not pictured: Tom Leslie.
BUDIL HOUSE
Left to right: Curt “ the Peak,”
Bigboy Peterson, Ron Webster, Herbie
Roger "Veg” Hegele (the plant),
de Cont ( the mask ), Doug Breckel,
Mike Sand, Guy Toshiro Watanabe.
Sitting: Pierre LaPew, Bob Esonaga.























Back: Steve Sparks, Calvin




Debbie Campton, Kay Linn,
































Left to right: June Thomasson, Joyce
Tamashiro, Dr. Phibbs, Mrs. Phibbs,
Diana Phibbs, Missy, Jennifer Phibbs.
NICHOLSON HOUSE
Robin Chandler , Pat Chandler ,
Marilyn Sherron.
Not pictured : Georgina Rogers.
LLOYD HOUSE
Left to right: Betty Mullen, Helen
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Lloyd House Nicholson House
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Front: Jenny Ny, Sharon Ward, Linda
lacino.




Front: Tim O'Neill,Chris Woodrough.
Back: Paul James,Mike Johanson,Tod
Flemming, Kevin Russell.
PETERSON HOUSE








Seated: Mark Campbell,Mitchell Kane, TMSII.
On table: US, Alaska, Tiger Lily, Teacup, Web II,
Sir, Ferdinand, Moon, TMS I, Freedom, Kandy,
DragOn.
Back on left: Wisdom. On right: KMS I.
Empty planters: PeeTuna,Nerve, OP,Mary, Jane.
In memory of: D.O.A., Kalso, Web.
Dedicated to: Clouds, MEK,Tical.
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Brad Klemmt, Ted Wilson,
“Cello” Bob Adair, "Mellow”
Bob Bigelow, Tim Gilchrist,
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Diane Jarmon (Krystol), Cathryn Kelty, Tom Pantley, Sandy Smith,
Zachary Kinneman, Theodore B. Parker, Francis Hind, Scott Bilowit,
Tom Reinert, Pat Purkey, Jim Heiser, Tina Vesis, Leslie Powell, Marci
Wright, Lindie Lund, Peter Orser, Kathie Wise, Mac Nerd, Tony
Herdener, Barb Fenten, Barb Bonne, Mike Reed, Skip Jones, Fleeting
McFart, M.V. Marsh, Marc Frenchy, Jan Nasium, Jack Kirk, Rhonda
Dendrone, Cathy Nordeck, Rob Justus, Elaine Girard, Joyce Wilkins,
Jane Smith, Sue Kendull, Dave West, Liz Jestice, Rob Richardson,
LeRoy Roberts, Walter MacKenzie, Jane Weber, Dennis Johnson,
Frank Garfield, Linda L. Skog, Barb Block, Linda Eade, Ellen Hersh,






Leonette Adams, Patricia Dearcy,
Tamara Cross, Annelle Ikezawa,
Sharleen Mukai, Karen Olin.
A Frame C
Left to right: Colin Mosier, Russell
Steele, Urban Arakawa, Charles
Springer.
A Frame D
Front, left to right:Gail Ritch and Susana
Gonzalez.
Back,left to right: Merry Hoffmeyer,Val
Pearson, Michele Gardiner.
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1. Jon Jacobson 2. Len Tomosada 3. Paul Dean 4. Carol Sherfy - StardustQueen 5. Jim Parsons 6. Kevin McCartney 7. Dave Hill 8. Bruce King 9.Todd Sames 10. Dave Blodgett 11. Chris True 12. Scott Baker 13. WillHopkins14. Wes Ewart 15. Don Tucker 16. Don Triano 17. Peter Grimes18.Kevin Terry 19. George Grimes 20. Rusty Robnet 21. Walt Kimberling 22.LeMoine Stitt 23. Morris Winter 24. Dave Daggett 25. Sonny Christensen26. Jim Peters 27. Bill Macy 28.Chip Manson 29. Morgan Bradley 30.PaulMurray 31. David Jenkins 32. Tom LeLand 33. Russ Babcock34. ScottLundberg 35. Dick Tucker 36. Ike Isaacson 37. Bob Bottemley.Not pictured: Corey Ford,Brad Mills,Jon McEwen,Chris McCartney,DickPowell, Vance Miller, Greig Rolfe,Mike Strand, Peter Busk, Steve Bissel,Mark Purdy.
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"IT'S A QUESTION OF BALANCE"
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1. Wed Coffin (Pres.) 2.Peter Sherwin 3.Bill Leedy 4.Rick St.Jean 5.Ric
Bearbower 6. Kurt Spitzer 7. Paul Dehope 8. George Moceri 9. Dave
Callan 10. Jim Thayer 11.Matt Kane12. Mitch Payne 13. Archie King14.
Kelley Burford 15.Greg Cook 16. Bryn Torkelson 17.Tom Bergquist18.
Mike Kuntz 19. John Lewis 20. Ralph Fry 21. Edmund Skoviak 22. Dean
Lemmen 23. Scott Laxon 24. Don Pick 25. John Kuchell 26.Lin Crawford
27. Gregory Beardsley 28. Steve Johnson 29. Jo Ann Palmer 30.
Christopher Clake 31. Jack Fabulich 32. Cam Powell 33.FredGrimm 34.
Tim Evans 35.JimChalfant 36.KeithClaypool37.Mark Metsker 38. Rick
Gehring 39. Ron Gee 40. Rick Walker 41. Mark Evans 42. ChrisMuller
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I. Ed Gibson 2. Delmar Pearson 3. Mark Rodekuhr 4. Mark Morgan 5.
Dave Boynton 6. Dave Wenke 7. Keith Fergusson 8. Pete Grionon 9.
Maria 10. Jolly 11. Lion 12. John Hieber 13. Lori McKee14. Bob Rudolph
15. Douglas Pluss 16. Rick Welsh 17. Hardy Bramley 18. Steve
Fieischman 19. Malcolm Douglas 20. Sue Kuffel 21. Jay Flynn 22. Rod
Nichols 23. George Matelich 24. John Cohew 25.Madelle Wifey 26.Ray
Kennedy 27. Kim Lisco 28. Mark Rozgay 29. Rocky Prentis 30. Steve
Rutledge 31.MariannBird32.Bruce Vaughn 33.Tom Saunders 34.Kelly
Lisco 35. Mark Rogers 36. Jim Barry 37. Jay Bergivin 38. Kathy
Macdonald 39. Mark Clevenger 40. Graig Schultz 41. Bob Brongil 42.
J.R. Witt 43. Mike Clevenger 44. Matt Kelleher 45. Jill Work 46. Chuck
Larrisson 47. Jo Winkenworter 48. Bob Bachmaw 49. Jim Vincent 50.
Kevin Rambaldini 51. Rod Schultz 52. Curt Humphrey 53.Dan Bossoyt
54. Steve Winston 55.Gramham,Tashrl56.Doug Pedeoana 57. JoeSirgany
58. Bob Niven 59. Dean Hutter
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Bound heart and hand
We are Brothers every one
Of this our Lasting Band,
Faithful forever to you we’ll be.
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First row - kneeling ( left to right): Keith Officer, Jerry Boos, Steve
Flexer, Jim Cook, Jim Cover, Rick Solinger; Second row - standing ( left
to right): Scott Nelson, Cal Spessard, Cordon Farm, Jo Ann Moore,
Mike Lloyd, Carl Buskell, Victor Humalon, Mike Pahan, Joe Lee, Bryon
Wetzel, George Jewett, Bruce Reid, Brian Phillips, Rick Krona; Third
row -stairs ( left to right): EricSchuler, Jim Mallory, Bill Day, Bill Stewart,
Mike Dollard, Bob Oldright, Kent Powel, Doug Gillespie, Riki Hirano,
Vaughn Sherman, Rick McLauchlan, Dave Jahn, Kevin Nip, Lance
Arita, Bob Kellogg; Missing: Ray Berryman, Dennis Busz, Rick Mack,
Jim Hazen, Laur Meeks, Tom Picha, Pat Piper, Ned Rozzano, Al





lost his life in the avalanche
on Mt. St. Helens in April of 1975.
He will be remembered
by his brothers in Sigma Nu
and his friends everywhere
as a great friend and person.
He is sorely missed.
Time it was,
And what a time it was,
It was . . .
A time of innocence,
A time of confidences.
Long ago . . . it must be .
I have a photograph.
Preserve your memories;
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1. Chuck Shotwell 2. Dave Karsh 3. Roger Nerland 4. Jerry Schwartz 5.
Paul Woolard 6. Dick Fisk 7. Phil Clark 8. Randy Aliment 9. Bruce Cary
10. Dennis Robeson 11. Rob Cartwright 12. Rick Vinther 13. Bob
Thomas 14. Greg Engberg 15. Dave Cottier 16. Tracy Bennet 17. Bob
Morrow 18. Steve Aliment 19. Mickey Heider 20. Jim Ward 21. Craig
Celogoy 22. Tom Behny 23. Jeff Swensen 24. Ken Schoenfeld 25. Jim
Gitteau 26. Craig Brumwell 27. Rich Rylander 28. Reggie Brown.
Not pictured: Howard Bowman, Rick Malot, James Broom, Joey
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First row (left to right): Brian Brouillett, Eric Bunn, Steve
Miller.
Second row (left to right):Mark Snodgrass,Steve Caldwell,
John Beck, Al Bunge, Dqn Greco, Adriaan Nuhn, Tod
Rankin,Hans Van Delf, Wayne Sheets.
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Front: Lynne Unger (Rush Chrm.),Lynn Ellen Johnson (Asst. Rush Chrm.) Becky Stensrud (Treasurer).
Back: Celeste Norris (Sr. Delegate), Laurie Brauch (Public Relations),Gillisn Hobbs (Pres.).
Not pictured: Joyce Wilkins (Secretary), Peggy Atwood (Vice Pres.)
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1. Sue Bowles 2. jane Galloway 3. joanne Palmer 4. Jennifer Price 5. Gina Short 6.
Ann Titley 7. Lori Glad 8. Anne Popp9. Laura HeimarklO. Deanna Nichols11. Lori
Lindell 12. Betsey Atwood 13. Melissa Sherrow 14. Nancy MacDonald 15. Jody
Sloane 16. Karen Eikenberrry 17. Lisa Rohr 18. Kathy Kawamoto 19. Ronnane
Iddings 20. Leisbeth Sillem 21. Lynne Henderson 22. Kathy Jones 23. Nancy Popp
24. Sue Anderson 25. Sue Lyons 26. Kim Greenbach 27. Carol McMukhalian 28.
Shauna Titus 29. Kristin Orregaard 30. Cindy Deale 31. Kristy Fisher 32. Elaine
Gerrard 33. Karen Handel 34. Suzanne Phillips 35. Claudia Gray 36. Nancy Giovi
37. Nancy Fronk 38. Robin Pitchford 39. Joyce Demaray 40. Tracy Strichevitch 41.
Carol Johnson 42. Jan Edmundson 43. Molly Bradshaw 44. Anne Chalfant 45.
Nancy Goodson 46. Jill McLean 47.Kim Lisco 48. Terry Thornbrue 49. Lori Tarr 50.
Joan Bateman 51. Kathy MacDonald 52. Pam Meyers
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Many people come and go
throughout the doors of my life
taking what they need
and giving what they can -
Our moments were only seconds
of a lifetime, but so important
because we shared what we could -
Only a glimpse of the sun
but enough to warm the heart -
The weekends . . .we break the links
of the chains of habit -
we touch and retouch
the moment of rare frost
Then with our heads held high
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1. Danya Johnson 2. Holly Wilcox 3. Sandy Lewis 4.Cheryl Masters 5. Jane
Hemingway 6. Holly Ferrell 7. Laurie Brauch 8. Phyllis Okada 9. Linda
Rosenbloom 10. Margie Hassel 11. Janet Bibler 12. Joanne Salzbrun 13.
Kathy Frye 14. Sue Hieronimus 15. Barbara Howard 16. Jeanne Johnson
17. Madge Montgomery 18. Kathy Graham19. Calista Wilde 20. Pat Smith
21. Sandy Kindig 22. Chris Blundell 23. Jan Algyer Not Pictured: Betty






Blessed are they who have the
gift of making friends, for it is one
of God's best gifts
it involves many things, but,
above all, the power of giving out
of one's self and appreciating
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9r a5® ^vIS ‘J- •r >^fiR A4 VFront Row (left to right); Bobbi Wycoff, Pam Deneal, Terri McKellar,
Lisa Mitchell, Kim Carpenter, Janice Englund, Mavis Peacock, Jayne
Rusu, Marjie Ragland, Carol Cooley,Shelly Allegro,Larki Huntington,
Nancy Pearl, Joan Kooch
Second Row (left to right) : Vickf Rohrberg, Celeste Norris, Katie
German, Cindy Windward, Liz Erickson, Karen Searls, Becky Willis,
Cherie Miller, Laura Williams, Jeannie Kluge,Jane Shiers, Robin Frey
Third Row, (left to right): Christy Close, Shelly Witty, Jackie Finch,
Marilyn Hawk, Julie Fogel,Melanie Lester,Darcy Ostein,Ann Bloxom,
Melanie Carnes, Marlene Westfall, Terry Laswell, Julie Allais, LindaSchwarz,Kathy McGaw
Fourth Row, ( left to right ): Patti Ikeda, Janet Carpenter, Layne
McMorran, Elaine Kittinger, Jill Kotchik, Joan Wessel, Debbie Veach,
Kim Lowry, Kathy Bedford, Mary Jo McColl, Janet Dewoina
Back Row, (left to right): Nancy Kraft,Kari Leaverton,Marcia Jory,Lynn
Beadell, Pam Pearson, Patti Grey, Sarah George
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Life, so they say,
is but a game, and they let it slip away.
Love, like the autumn sun.
Should be dying, but it's only just begun.
Like the twilight in the road up ahead.
They don't see just where we're going;
And all the secrets in the universe
Whisper in our ears, and all the years
Will come and go and take us up.
Always up.
So / want to laugh while the laughing is easy;
/ want to cry if it makes it worthwhile;
/ may never pass this way again.
That's why / want it with you.
Cause you make me feel like I'm more
Than a friend;
Like I'm the journey, and you're the journey's end.
/ may never pass this way again;
That's why / want it with you.
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Growing up . . .
Not an easy process in today's
changing society, but one which
can be aided along the way with
the help of a supportive group, it
is an inherent instinct that all
humans need some positive
reinforcement for the things we
need and do; having close friends
in whose company we feel
comfortable is an important
function of growing up and
growing together. Empathy ,
trust, compassion; all attainable
qualities in us; ones we learn to
exercise when we finally realize
what a true friend is, and what it
means to have one!
1. Judy Friend 33. Wende Walker
2. Linda Lothrop 34. Joan Segale
3. Patricia Gleckman Not Pictured
4. Sarah Patrick Jean Alexander
5. Sue Davis Diane Bagley
6. Evelyn Farmin Cheryl Bragg
7. Mary Williston Kathy Flaherty
8. Joan Stensrud Laurie Caswell
9. Bev Grant Peggy Coombes
10. Adel Yamamoto Karen Coy
11. Barb Haedden Cheryl Estes
12. Jody Bredeson Janie Gilpin
13. Amy Ford Nancy Grader
14. Janet Elzey Gil Hobbs
15. Nancy Hopper Erica Hoff
16. Amy Wurzweiler Jane Ingram
17. Sandi Abrams Sharon Joyner
18. Ann Maloney Molly Kelsey
19. Leslie Clanton Karen Perry
20. Kim Galbraith Ann Pritchard
21. Sue McElroy Teri Rideout
22. Kathy Mueller Carol Sherfy
23. Joy Radebaugh Chris Sundquist
24. Joan Salzer Marla Tadlock
25. Madeleine Wiley Cindy Bobilin
26. Sarah Northrup Leanne Hollingsworth
27. Cindy Forrest Jan Keebler
28. Cindy Evans Debbie Paul
29. Sandy Creek Missy Schram
30. Beth Jensen Val Vanyo
31. Lorie Thomson Kate Walsh
32. Jan Peterson
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1. Rebecca Meyer 2. Kim Kraly 3. Toni Filliol 4. Cathy Regan 5. Jean
Bennett 6. Sue Dill 7. Cara Sue Cross 8. Annie Walsh 9. Anita Ducolon
10. Carol Johnson 11. Deb Davis 12. Geni Dahl 13. Jill Penny 14. Teresa
Townsend 15. Marie George 16. Karen Petre 17. Celeste Brilhante 18.
Lynne Brown 19. Lynn Ellen Johnson 20. Jani Hatch 21. Cathy Shaw 22.
Lisa West 23. Kathy Mackin 24. Mona Covert 25. Kathi Hiscock 26.
Cynthia Ostlund 27. Caroline Johns 28. Dawn Cooper 29. Kathy Braun
30. Alison Jones 31. Lora Woods 32. Kathy Potthoff 33. Janet Zylstra 34.
Shelby Munson 35. Marilyn Paulson 36 Jan Bal 37. Terese Flaherty 38.
Ginger Rutherford 39. Jane Paulson 40. Becky White 41. Patti Brooks 42.
Barb Bonne 43.Vicki Briggs 44. Molly Miller
104
ALPHA PHI
If you have a gift, bring it;
If you have a song, sing it;
If you have a talent, use it;
If you have a love, diffuse it;
If you have a prayer, pray it;
If you have a kind word, say it;
If you have a religion, live it;
If you have happiness, give it!


















t Row - Jane Smith, Kris Judson,Colleen McKay,
Row - Joyce Wilkins, Susan Kuffel, Meg Eubanks
Frances Shenk
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1. Chris O'Neill 2. Care Denst 3. Lyn Truesdell 4. Karen Taylor 5.
Saundra Hill 6. Sue McCarthy 7. Julie Herrall 8. Susie Wagner 9. Kathy
Eubanks 10. Debbie Wheeler 11. Val Gallante 12. Diane Sunada 13.
Debbie Uemura 14. Sara Fix 15. Linda Karamatic 16. Patti Clift 17. Celia
McKay 18. Katie Stack 19. Vickie Rae 20. Debbie Coenen 21. Tae
Rassperry 22. Karen Suter 23. Mindy Ristine 24.Candy Welsh 25.Cinny
Vierra 26.JeannineRoe 27.Barb Beil 28. Betsy Ellington 29. Cathy Muller
30. Kim Bergstrom 31. Kate Cunningham 32.Sue Ingram 33. Kelly Luce
34. Liz Cunniff 35. Mary O’Neill 36. Jana Kay Smith 37. Cretchen
Schideler 38. Susan Tilkemeier 39. Kathy Araujo 40. Jill Wark 41. Erica
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It rolls down the hallsr
Down the structural cracks,
Into stranger's rooms.
It's those Pi Phis again!
Did you see?
They were out there today
Drenched and brawling,
Gritting teeth and losing
Twenty-eight to one!
There they go -
Walking arm in arm
From registration to graduation
And who knows where
They will go from there!
Can't quite say
That from the outside
They are different or significant,
But looking from the inside
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1.Nancy Hofstrand 2.Val Amphlett 3.Sue Steinhauer 4. Ann Norton 5.
Merrilee Donnell 6. Kay Wolf 7. Poppy Bushnell 8. Piper Cheney 9.
Terri Rutherford10.Sherri Angie11.Carol Baldwin12. Kim Jones13.Liz
Hendrix 14. Nancy Gassner 15.Linda Campbell16 Sue Freeman17.Kay
Jarstad 18. Linda Ferrell 19. Kathy Ferrell 20. Lori Kraupa 21.Marianne
Gagliardi 22.Kathy Colasurdo 23.Ellen Palmer 24.Patty Grummel 25.Jo
Winkenwerder 26. Ann Pence 27. Jenny Wieland 28. Sue Kellogg 29.
Darci Eder 30. Cindy Hougland 31. Amy Beth Clark 32.Gail Wayne 33.
Laurie Young 34. Susie Baxter 35. Heather Sampson 36. Laurie McKee
37. Ann Scilacci 38. Jenny Olson 39. Barb Milne 40.Betsy Campbell 41.
Marla Seese 42. Judy Beeman 43. Ann Griswold 44. Cindy Davis 45.
Charlotte Adams 46. Cheryl Seltzer 47. Judy Stein 48. Gretchen
Rhynedance 49. Becky Stensrud Not Pictured: Dabney Meeker,Sue
Robinson,Teri Christenson,Nancy Gregory,Sally Filkens,Ann Cooley,
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Winter settles in and students begin to
flock to their books, to the library
to the trees, as finals approach.
113
Inquest
Doug Newell - Julius Rosenberg
Corky Somers - Ethel Rosenberg
Grant Kinnear - Emanuel Block
George Knight - Roy Cohn
Kris Karlstrom - Dave Greenglass
Charles Warren - Judge Kaufmann
Dave Chavez - Irving Saypol
Robin Degon - Ruth Greenglass
Rick Anderson - Harry Gold
Cecelia Koontz - Ann Sodorovich
Tom Reinert - the Rabbi
Jerry Hooker - the Clerk
Anthony Nordone - Reporter
Eric Pinder - Reporter
John Coffee - FBI Agent
Mitchell Kane - FBI Agent
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above - the University Chamber Orchestra, under the direction of
Daniel Lynch.
above right - the UPS Art Department presents its biannual Pot and
Print sale.
above far right - Celler X presents John Henzie.
lower right - PDQ Bach, the last and most certainly the least of the
sons of Johann Sebastian.






















You just cannot run away
from it, there is nothing like
finals week to make you feel
queasy. People keep unusual
hours and often do the funniest
things in the last half of
December.
below - Before the end sets in you can
see Bill Watters the magician or Eric
Hansen the storyteller, above right, or
attend a costume party for Jeff Bland's
organic chemistry final - below right.
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Here are some chances for you to
induge yourself in the holiday before
the semester even ends.
above right - entertainment at the Christmas
Banquet in the Great Hall, below right - The
Tacoma Community Chorus at its Christmas
program, above left - Carolers at theSpurs'annual
lighting of the tree in front of Jones Hall, above -
salutations from A-Frame B.
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The Winterim tends to be freer
than the semesters. One can take
classes outside of the major area or
concentrate in it, read those really
compelling books, obtain some
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Flora . . .
Robin Degon







the psychiatrist . . .
David Chavez




Birdboot . . .
Doug Newell
Moon . . .
Tom Reinert
Mrs. Drudge . . .
Irene Fyfe
Simon . . .
Charles W.
Richardson
Fecility . . .
Mary Ann Voelker
Cynthia . . .
Cecelia Koontz
Magnus . . .
Gerry lanuzzi
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The Apple Tree
The Diary of Adam and Eve
directed by Cheri Cozort
Adam Jerry Hooker
Eve Corky Somers
the Snake Pon Stempezynski
The Lady or the Tiger
directed by Corky Somers
Balladeer Marc Johnson
King Arik Peter Sauers
Princess Barbera Marie Campanoli
Nadjira Sally Jacobsen
Captain Sanjar Jon Brevik
Tiger Cheri Cozort
King Arik's court Ingrid Anderson,
William Bingham, Lisa Feury, Amy Griffith,
Jerry Hooker, Melanie Lester, Tony Nordone,
Sue Skelton, Pon Stempezynski, Debbie Tarbuck
Passionella
directed by William Bingham
Narrator Tony Nordone
Ella and Passionella Ingrid Anderson
Mr. Fallible Marc Johnson
The Producer Jon Brevik
Flip, the Prince Charming Peter Sauers
Paper Boy William Bingham
Director Pon Stempezynski
Starlet Amy Griffith
Patrons, Fans, Followers and
Movie Crew William Bingham, Jon Brevik
Lisa Feury, Amy Griffith, Jerry Hooker,
Marc Johnson, Melanie Lester, Sue Skelton,
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directed by Rick Anderson
Graham Douglas Newell
Edith Lisa Feury
Doing a Good One for the Red Man
















above - living proof that some
noble souls can actually have lunch
in Grimwood's Galley and still
survive afterwards
above right - F. Lee Bailey









three operas by Thomas Pasatieri
La Divina
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Again the University of Puget Sound basketball team was
a Northwest powerhouse, ranking among the top five North¬
west small colleges and among the top 20 NCAA Division
schools for the better part of the year.
The Loggers’ schedule, which involved 30 games, was the
longest in UPS basketball history. Several of the Loggers’
victories this year were over highly rated opponents. UPS
knocked off defending Big Sky champion Montana, 77-65,
and downed District NAIA champion Central Washington,
72-67. One of the biggest wins for UPS in the campaign was
a decisive 81-70 victory over defending NCAA Division 2
West Coach champion University of California, Riverside.
Peterson and Evans each scored 18 points, Anthony “A.T.”
Brown and Rick Walker each contributed 17 points to this
Logger triumph.
UPS was led by All-American center Curt Peterson who
led the squad in scoring and rebounding for his third con¬
secutive year. “The Peak” consistently scored in the twenties,
and could be counted on for nearly 10 rebounds a contest.
Little All-Northwest performers Tim Evans and Rick Walker
also excelled for the Loggers, each scoring in double figures
for their season average.
Front row: left to right: Assistant Coach Mike Acres, Mike Strand,
Mike Kuntz, Mark Wells, Bill Green Heck, Dan Besett, Tom Metzdorf,
Rick Walker, Tim Evans, Rocky Botts, jimmy Stewart, Coach Don
Zeck, Mike Hanson, Anthony Brown, Curt Peterson, Phil Hiam, Brant
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This year was the first year of action for the
team under the leadership of Phil Moseley as
coach, and Jo Ann Moore as team captain.
Even without an impressive won-loss record,
much of the team qualified for NCWSA regionals.
Those who qualified were Jo Ann Williams, Marla
Seese, Chris Bond, Anne Tuttle, Darcy Ostien,
and diver Jill McLean.
Moseley feels the girls worked hard to make
a showing this year. Most of the team will be
returning next fall along with Moseley.
Moseley predicts that next fall, “everything
will be coming up roses.”
Team members, front row left to right: Ann Hennigan,
Kathy Kurfess, Chris Bond, Dani Wong, Jill McLean, coach
Phil Moseley, Marla Seese, Jo Ann Moore, Anne Tuttle,
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“ Injury” was the key word for the University
of Puget Sound wrestling team this year,as four
key Logger wrestlers were sidelined,Eric Davis,
John Smith, Steve Ehlers, and Steve Tucci were
ail forced out of action for the Loggers.
Still the Loggers had their highlights in the
1975-76 campaign. A key dual-match victory for
UPS was a 39-15 trouncing of cross-town rival
Pacific Lutheran University.
Coach Rossberg’s grapplers enjoyed success
in the tournaments this year,grabbing 4th place
in the Pacific Invitational, and 8th place in the
University of Washington tourney.
Outstanding wrestler for the Loggers was
Junior Bill Stout, UNL. Stout captured the
tournament title at the Pacific Invitational, and
finished highly in other events.
Other fine performance's were turned in by
John Smith, 142 (before his shoulder injury),
Joey Johnson, 126, and Wolfrom Patton, 118.
Front row, left to right: Wolfrom Patton, John Coonan,
Dennis Mallon,JoeyJohnson,John Smith,Jamie Jasper;Back
row: John Hatcher, Duke Phillips, Bill Stout, Steve Ehlers,
Glenn Briscoe, Dan Williams, Coach Del Rossberg.










Aided by the return of seven All-Americans
from last year’s outstanding team, the Men’s
Swimming team compiled an impressive list of
performances.Even while winningonly seven of
their eleven dual meets, Coach Don Duncan’s
crew displayed many excellent times,qualifying
at least eight swimmers for Nationals.
The team’s most satisfying meets were against
Pacific Lutheran University as the Loggers blew
them out of the water in their meet at UPS. That
meet was followed by a return engagement
against a well-rested Lute team at PLU. In that
event,the Loggers won a thrill-packed victory in
a contest that saw the last relay race decide the
outcome.
Q u a l i f i e r s f o r N C A A D i v i s i o n I I
championships were Rick Unrue, Dan Seelye,
Brian Budsberg, Scott Wilson, Barry Collier,
Brian Boettcher,Dale Ehrenheim,Morre Rude,
and Russ Wiglesworth.
Front row, left to right: Scott Allen, Brian Boettcher, Dale
Ehrenheim,Phil Moseley,Steve Webster,Barry Collier;Back
row: Mark Scott, Scott Wilson, Russ Wiglesworth, Rick
Unrue, Dan Seelye, Brian Budsberg, Morre Rude; Not
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The Women’s Basketball team this
year consisted of mostly new talent,who
had had little experience in playing the
game. Both coaches, Tom Knutson and
Brian Steberl, were happy with the
efforts of the team,and they felt that the
women had improved much during the
season.
The five starters, Ev Goldberg, Peggy
Boyle,AliceSigurdson,Char Davenport,
and Colleen McKay, were all returnees.
Along with that backbone of last year’s
team,Marsha Desey joined thecagers in
the middle of the season.
Theteam’s best game was acomeback
contest early in the season. Playing
against Pacific Lutheran University, the
game was won in the last ten minutes as
UPS put in 16 consecutive points,
crushing their crosstown rivals. It was in
this game that lead scorer Ev Goldberg
swished 30 points for the team.
Most of the team will be returning so
next year appears to be one to look
forward to.
Front row, left to right: Colleen McKay, Cindy
Connally, Ev Goldberg, Janet Saulie, Peggy Boyle,
Vera Acosta; Back row: Tom Knutson, Char
Davenport, Celia McKay, Barb Young, Rochelle
Brosseau, Carrie Asleson, Susan Hoff, Alice
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Upper Left: THOMAS DAVIS
Vice-President and Academic Dean
Lower Left: DARRELL REECK
Assistant Dean - Winterim Director
Upper Right: RICHARD D. SMITH
Vice-President and Assistant to PresidentMiddle Right: LLOYD STUCKEY
Financial Vice-President
Lower Right: IOSEPH SINCLITICO
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Vice President and Dean for Students
FRANK PETERSON










Director of Financial Aid
REGISTRATION/RECORDS
Front: Debra Armstrong; 1st
Row: Betty Aasen,Barb Higa,
Beverly Gibson,SueMcClain;
2nd Row: Marorie Crawford,
Elizabeth Pierson, Teri
Osborne, Betty Shoecraft,
































































Ella Algeo (Asst. Controller),
Cheryl Schwartz, Edith
Farmer (Disbursing Agent),
Shirley Lockard, Jan Gierke,
Ruth McVay, Betty Fisher,
Janet Bates.
GEORGE MILLS
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Upper Left: SERNI SOLIDARIOS
Director of Student Activities
Lower Left: MARY LONGLAND
Associate Dean of Students
Top Right: Phil! You’re supposed to hit the ball before you catch
it!








































Upper Left: JOHN' HICKEY
Safety and Security
Middle Left: JEAN COOPER
Alumni Director
Lower Left: RICHARD GRIMWOOD
Director of Food Services
Upper Right: OLIVIA ARNASON
Registrar
Lower Right: ROBERT DENOMY
Director of Career Services
159
Upper Left: PAT HEADE
Book Store Manager
Lower Left: PAUL ALWINE
Director of Computer Services
Upper Right: Tom Meyer will go anywhere to counsel anything . . .
even volleyballs!
Middle Right: RAY C. BELL
Fiscal Manager
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Upper Left: LYNDA LOTT
Director of Personnel
Middle Left: TOM MEYER
Counselor
Lower Left: DESMOND TAYLOR
Library Director
Upper Right: JOAN LYNOTT
Director of Public Information
Lower Right: STEVE SUTHERLAND
























































































































Ad e l p h i a n
C o n c e r t




















F r o n t r o w
,
l e f t t o
r i g h t
: S u s a n S k e l t o n
,
L a u r e l W a r n e r
,
K a t h y
P a g e
,
G i n a A r m e r
,
L a y n e
M c M o r r a n
,
T i n a
V e i r s
; S e c o n d
r o w :
D o n a l d
M a s o n
,
D e b r a
T a r b u c k
,
L e a n n P e t e r s o n
,
G e o r g e
M i l l e r
, M a x i n e R a y E g e l a n d
,
A p r i l
J a m e s
,
R i c h a r d
R e y n o l d s
,
D a v i d S m a l l
,
L y n n
S k i n n e r
; T h i r d r o w : P e t e r S a u e r s
,
S a n d r a B r o w n
,
N a n c y G r e g o r y
,
H o w a r d
K n i c k e r b o c k e r
,
S u s a n B a x t e r
,
P a m P e a r s o n
,
J i m
G a r b e r
,
L y n n
M c C u l l o u g h
, J o y
B u r c h e t t
,
A m y G r i f f i t h
,
S a n d r a N o l l
,
E l l e n
P a l m e r
,
P e g g y G a r r i s o n
,
B r i a n S t e b e r l
,
C h r i s t i n e N e t t l e
,
E l i z a b e t h C u n n i f f
,
P a t t i
G r a y ; B a c k
r o w :
J a c k
K i r k
,
D a v i d
H a l l
,
D o u g
A l b e r t s o n
,
J i m
T h a y e r
,
K u r t
S p i t z e r
,
V a l e r i e





K r i s t i n e
M a r k e n
, K i m
S c h m i d t k e
,
J a m e s
B a k e r
. N o t p i c t u r e d :
D o n n a
S c h m i d t
,
C a r o l
M u k h a l i a n
,
D i r e c t o r
D r
.
B r u c e










Piccolo: Dawn Jasper; Flute: Anita Anderson, Kathy Bedford,Mona Covert, Traci
Cozort,Kathy Graham;Oboe:David Johnson,ClaudiaRison;Clarinet:Connie Keen,
Phyllis Kiehl, Rebecca Meyer,Patricia Purkey, Eric Rombach,Sherry Rossiter,Karen
Searls,Collette Timmis; Bass Clarinet: Joanne Salzbrun; Alto Clarinet: Karen Searls;
Basson: Lynn Ackerson, Dennis Dearth; Alto Saxophone: Paul DeHope, Bruce
Schroeder;Tenor Saxophone: Bill Sims;BaritoneSaxophone:Matt Robertson;Horn:
Tom Leland,Meg McNabb,Robert Sprinkle;Trumpet: Rick Dennis,Dale Halvorson,
D. William Kusler,Terry Titmus; Euphonium: Wayne Brown;Trombone:JamesAHen,
Randy Smith,Roland Stout;Tuba: KeithFrizzell,Gary Scott,Marvin Vann;Percussion:
Doug Alvey, Jackie Bower, Kris McCallum, Jo Dene Stout, Steve Wehmhoff, Jean
Young; Double Bass: Charlene Johnson.
A r n o l d
A i r


















A S 1 0 0 :
J a y A q u a
,
K e n B u e h n
,
M i k e C a l l a h a n
, K i m
C a r p e n t e r
,
P a t t i
D a r a s k v i c h
,
E l d o n
E l y
,
H a z e l
F o r d
,
S c o t t F o r s l u n d
,
F r a n k G a r f i e l d
,
B i l l G r a y
,
G e r a l d
H e a l y
,
G a r y
J o h n s o n
,
R i c k
J o n a s s o n
,
J e f f r e y K a t z
, M a d l y n
L o c k e
,
T o m M e d l i n
, T a m i O s t l a n d
,
G u s s i e
R i c h a r d s o n
,
D o n R y a n
,
W a l t
S c a m e h o r n
,
B r u c e S i e b e r
,
R o d n e y S w e n s o n
,
G r a h a m
T a s h
,




: R u s s A a r o n
,
C a r o l B a r a c h
,
R o d g e r B r a n n a n
,
T h o m a s
B u s k i r k
,
A l l e n
F r i s c h e
,
R a l p h
F r y
,
G r e g
G l o v e r
,
B a r b a r a H a w k i n s
,
D a v i d H e r r
,
M a r k
H o f f m a n
,
M a r k
J a n t z e r
,
K e n
K a d y
,
B r y c e K e n n e d y
,
A l l e n
M o u n t
,
W e n d y
P e n n e l l
,
R a y
P u l s i f e r
,
B o b
S h e f f i e l d
,
S u s a n S h e r m a n
,
S h a r o n S t e c k e r
,
J i m
S w e n s o n
,
D e b r a V a t s a a s
,
D a n W o o d
,
J a n n i n e
Y o u n g
. A S 3 0 0 : C r a i g
A l l i s o n
,
A l l e n B a r b e r
,
C o r y C a r l s o n
,
B r u c e
C a r n e y
,
P a t
D a v i d s o n
,
B a r b H u n t e r
,
R a y
K e n n e d y
,
M i k e K o w a l s k i
,
D o u g M c G i n n i s
,
B i l l M c K i n n e y
,
L a u r e n c e M e e k s
,
M i c h a e l R e d l e y
,
G a r y
S c o t t
,
D o u g S h i p p y
,
C h a r l e s
S h o t w e l l
,
C a r l a S m i t h
,
K a r l T h e i r b a c h
. A S 4 0 0 :
A l l e n
B e l c h e r
,
S i d B l a c k
,
M a r t y
C o n g e r
,
K a y D r e s s i n g
,
S t e v e n D u f f y
,
S t e p h e n
F l e x e r
,
D a v i d H a n s e n
,
H e n r y M a u e r
,
D a v e
M c C a s l a n d
,
J o h n
R o b e r t s o n
,
M o n t y
S e x t o n
,
B r i t t S m i t h
,
L l o y d S o m e r s
,
M a r c u m
T h o m p s o n
,
D a n i e l
T u t t
,
S t e p h e n W e b b e r .













Top row, left to right: John Segawa, Rick
Hinno, Lance Arita, Rob Brede, Ken Kiyosaki;
Third row: Bridget Matsumoto, Jan
Matsiyama, Lindie Lund, Roy Tsukiyama;
Second row: Loke Kini, Gail Ritch, Carol
Fujimoto, Stephanie Yanagida; First row:
Gordon Farm, Kevin Nip, Bugsy Kam.
Rally Squad
Top row, left to right: Sherry Dumdei, Tom
Saunders, Sally Jacobsen; Middle row: Erika
Judson, Eileen Galt, Jeff Luthold, Elaine












Left to right: Dr. Carl
Clavadetscher, Barb Hunter,
Dave Peterson, Becky White







Feminist Student's Union Alpha Kappa Psi
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Standing,left to right:Gary Ritchie,Vice President Dick Ness,ChuckFalsetta,
















Back: Corky (Craig) Searls, Amy
Sinclair, Darrell Reeck, Roland
Stout, David Campbell; Middle:
Mary Hill, )ane Smith, Anneke
Mason, Suzanne Eastep, Victoria
Rothwell, Tim Moore; Front:
Cary Peterson, Ilona Herlinger,
John English
Model United Nations Phi Chi Theta
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Handing, left to right: Dr. Paul Heppe, Craig Allison, Ray
Cennedy; Seated: Janet Dewoina,Marcia Jory,Liz Erickson,
Undy Deale. Not pictured: Brian Phillips, Michael Miazga,
y Morris, Lisa Rohr, Mary Thomas
Leslie.Gronoski,Jeannie Causin,Peggy Kuypers,Colleen Eto,Jan Pritchard;
Second row: Kirstene Deueyert, Carol Deutsch, Judy Devereaux, Betsy




Front row, left to right: Kathy
Colasurdo, Erika Judson,
Kathy Cronin, “Bear" Lisco,
Marty Nakayma, Kelly Lisko,
Ann Titley; Back row: Jill
Wark, Frank Washburn, Kelly
Luce, Gregory Wong, Kim
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Left: Debbie Veach; Right: Carolyn Dressel. CIAC is the student-run
contact and referral service for any students who need and/or want tovolunteer, or gain field experience before they graduate from the
University of Puget Sound. Through CIAC students can becomeinvolved with the greater Tacoma community, in whatever field is of









Kneeling, left to right: Carlos
Verheye, Eric De Poortere,
Ricardo Heymans, Baudouin
Chome, Andre Poswick, Piet
Verdult; Standing: Gert
Meulink,Hans VanDelft,Tom
Duinker, Jan De Bruyne,
Adriaan Nuhn, Michel Van
Hee










Mike Shearin, Marian Snyder Sitting, left to right: Calvin Saunders, Georgina Rogers,
Donald Mason, Patricia Chandler, Rhonda Williams; Back
row: Rick McLaughlin, Leroy Roberts, Robin Chandler,
Jimmy Stewart,Marilyn Sherron,Orlando Harrin,Chris Ellis.
171
Trail
Left to right: Keith Claypoole, Tom Allen, Janet
Dodge, Becky White, Malcolm Turner, Anna
Hibbard - ( Editor), Mike Purdy, Dennis Johnson,
Karl Ohls, Jane Weber, Mer Donnell, Mike Reed,
Ted Parker,Sue McElroy, Ann Hunt, KathyThurin,
JoDene Stout, Paul Reid, Liz Jestice
Student
Senate
Front, left to right: Joe Opray, Nancy Popp -
(Secretary), Steve Pohlman; Second row: Michael
Wiesmann (Exec V.P.), John Campbell, Bob
Homchick, Becky White (Business V.P.); Third
row: Dave Cardeiro, Barry Anton ( Faculty
Advisor), Fred Grimm,Terry McKellar, Jim Brown,
John English ( Dean of Students), Lew Dibble
(General Manager); Fourth row: Bobbi Wyckoff,
Jeff Smith, Paula Plamondon, Bruce Reid; ( Not



























Back row, left to right: Michel Van Hee, Chen
Tsen-Yung, Tom Duinker, Jan De Bruyne,Eric de
Poortere, Andre Poswick; Middle row: Carmen
Thomas, Ann Robertson, Steve Musto, Bobo
Chome, Gerrit Meulink, Robert Aung-Myint;




Violins: Linda John,Eileen Lande,Jo DeeTheade,
Vicki Ault, Diane Mahnkey, Pon Stempczynski,
Donita Nelson, Marcie Merritt, Sarah George,
Sigrid Wilson, Gail Wentworth; Violas: Lucia
DaPonte, Amy Griffith, Mary Curiel; Celli: John
Tangborn, Debra Henke,Lynn McCullough,Tina












Left to right : Louise








Sue Anderson , Steve
Pohlman, Anne Popp,



























Seated left to right
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Left to right: June Fothergill - Living Croups; Shelly Witty - Faculty andOrganizations; Albert I.Hintz - The Editor and Photographer;Jo Gordon -Sports;Lynne Dysart - Typing;ElsaBrueggeman - Activities;TomReinert -Seniors and Index; Allan Sapp - Photographer;Not pictured: TedParker -Photographer and Darkroon; Marty Nakayama - Photographer; Ron
Cargill Jr. - Advertising; Stephanie Ball - Advertising
Our deepest gratitude to . . .
Lyle Warren Gelbach Tina Veirs
Becky White Hammond House
Mike Wiesman Shirley McDougall
Jim Palm Jeff Smith
George Somoff Dave Cardeiro
Mail Services Dave Doctor







































. . . And the rest of
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ASUPS President Lyle W. Gelbach, Executive Vice President Michael J. Wiesmann, Business Vice PresidentRebecca White.
177
U n i v e r s i t y


























































































B a c k
r o w
,
l e f t t o
r i g h t
;
L e a n n
P e t e r s o n , L i z C o n i f f ,
D o u g
A l b e r t s o n
,
E l l e n
P a l m e r , P e t e r S a u e r s
,
J i m
T h a y e r
,
a n d K u r t
S p i t z e r
.
M i d d l e
r o w ; D a v i d H a l l
,
H o w a r d
K n i c k e r b a c h e r
,
N a n c y
G r e g o r y
,
R i c h a r d
R e y n o l d s
,
S a n d y N o l l
, C h r i s M a r k e n
, D o n a l d M a s o n . F r o n t
;
A p r i l
J a m e s
,
L y n n














Back row, left to right; Sarah George,Connie Wenz, Caliste Wilde,Shelly Witty, Karen Handel, Nancy Kraft,Mrs. Clavedetscher, Senior Advisor. Second to back row, left to right; Dawn
Jaspers, Michele Atwood, Kim Bergstrom,Celeste Norris, Junior Advisor, Janie Shiers,Charlene Yamamoto,Cathy Shaw, and second row,left to right; Rebecca Meyers, Joanne Salzbrun,
Holly Ferrell, Layne McMorran, Julie Allais, and front row, left to right; Susie Baxter, Jan Edmondson,and Collette Fujita. Not pictured are Gina Armer, Kathy Colasurdo,Cindy Deale,


























































































2 Back row, left to right;Craig Mathews, Doug Albertson, John Cambell, Jason Barnard, Ronn Rohe, Chuck Bachman, John Sincock,Kevin Maddux,Matthew Silverman, Robin Chandler.
Middle row, left to right; Mike Sherman,Tom Allison,Doug Kahoe, Madge Montgomery, Brian Fugere, Dave Hunter,Mark Hoffman, Rick Brooker,Steve McLellan, Jeff Smith, Jim Cobb,




Showcase: Back row, left to right; Ann Robertson,Merry Hoffmeyer,
Jim Denno,Sue Cleveland, Jason Barnard.Middle row;Penni Nelson,
Carman Thomas; Seated,Chairperson Kadee Drew.
Lectures: Scott Nelson (with a little help from his friends).
Games: Rod Nichols; from chess to gin rummy.
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C a m p u s
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Jerold Juarez, and Brian
Fugre. Not Pictured:
Gordon Buford, and Jim
Miller.
Special Events brings you
Homecoming and Las
Vegas Night.
Flicks brings you the






































































S i g m a
A l p h a
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above - A look at San Francisco's City Hall during Prof.
Norman Anderson's geo-cultural tour over spring
vacation.
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below - the new ASB officers,Jim Brown,
Fred Grimm, and Chris Carletti.
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. Edgar Allen Rich






Steven Wehmhoff played the percussion
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Tom and Carmen and Noah and
the International Club and
professors, Friends and students
of UPS brought you another
terrific International Festival this
spring. Starting with displays of
delicious food and interesting
items from all over the world,
continuing with a pinata for the
children and ending with a mass
dance to the music of Dumi's
Marimba Band (far left).
I
199
below - Jazzin Together






7« AM TO U P
FRIDAY
745 AM TO fQP
SATURDAY
3 AM TO IOP
SUNDAY
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below - the Rev. Jesse Jackson
right - BSU members presented"Day of
Absence” by Douglas Turner Ward,
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front row (I to r) -








Roman Strug - coach
Cal Griffiths - asst.
Luau
far left - Robert Bellah,
Brown and Haley lecturer
middle left - George Plimpton
below - Velora Dahlum,
Director of Telephone Services
left -Loki and part of her
crew practice for the Luau,
Photo courtesy of
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The 1975-76 University of Puget Sound Logger
basketball team won the 19th annual NCAA Division 2
National Championship in Evansville, Indiana, with an
83-74 victory over the University of Tennessee -
Chattanooga.
The Loggers had reached the finals by defeating
defending NCAA Division 2 champion Old Dominion,
83-78, in the semifinals,and downing North Dakota 80-
77 in the quarterfinals. UPS hosted the quarterfinal
game, as well as the West Coast Regionals,which they
won with wins over Cal Poly Pomona and Bakersfield
State.
The national championship for UPS marked the first
time ever that a college team in Washington has ever
won top national honors, and the first time ever that a
west coast team has ever won the NCAA Division 2
championship. It is also the first basketball
championship in the northwest since the U. of Oregon
won the Division 1 title in 1939.
The Loggers finished the season with 27 wins and 7
losses,a new UPS record for wins in a season. It was also
the top amount of wins by any Division 2 team in the
nation. The Loggers won their last 13 games of the
season, and 16 of their last 17.
Center Curt Peterson, who was named honorable
mention on the Small College All-American team, was
named the Most Valuable Player in the championship
tourney. Logger forward Brant Gibler was also voted to
the All-Tourney squad.
Forward Rick Walker was the Most Valuable Player in
the West Coast Regionals,and Peterson and Gibler also
made that squad.
Peterson and guard Tim Evans made first team Little
All-Northwest,, while Walker was voted to the second
team
Peterson set school records in career scoring and
rebounding,single season scoring and rebounding,and
was among the nation's leaders in scoring average,field
goal percentage, and free throw percentage.
Rick Walker was votedTearn Captain,BrantGibler was
given the Most Inspirational Award,Jimmy Stewart was
voted the Most Improved Player by his teammates,and
Mike Hanson won the Coaches Award.
Peterson lead the team in scoring average (20.9),
rebouding (311), and free throw percentage (84.2). Tim
Evans was the team leader in Assists (124),and Anthony




The women involved in the intercollegiate tennis
team this year have expanded considerable time and
energy in pursuit of the tennis ball and the intangibles
called experience and growth.
We have achieved a great deal as measured by the
traditional test called the"win-loss" record and in the
qualification of three athletes to the Regional
Tournament. This pleases but does not surprise me. It
remains my firm contention that the women of UPS
possess as great a potential in sport as they do in the
many other areas of the University where excellence
is encouraged and developed.
The intangible, intrinsic rewards are more difficult
to measure but based upon simple observation I must
emphatically say "YES” ! It is visible to me that these
women have chosen the road less traveled by, the
road of priority evaluation and committment. And in
the words of Robert Frost, ‘that has made all the
difference.’
The results of this year’s total experience are
obviously encouraging. It will be difficult to replace
transfering co-captain Cara Sue Cross and graduating
four year letterwoman and co-captain Kerry Tilson,
however, I remain optimistic about the women’s
tennis team. An experienced nucleus of women will
be returning and due to the nature of the program I
expect many more competitive women will be
turning out.
V - ',' Front: EilacX Galt, Frances Schenk; Second Roy: jfyn \
v v .TruesdHfcioahSalzer,Robin Pitchford; Third row: Deannav~ ^ Nichols, Zelda Zabinsky, Celeste Brilhante, Kerry TilscJ
















University of Puget Sound
Women's Intercollegiate Tennis Team Record
Date UPS (score) Season





























Pacific Lutheran 11 0 1

























SEASON RECORD 8 wins 6 losses
Women's track
Outstanding team performances were made by SueKendall, Betty Andrews and Tina McClellan. Sue and
Betty attended the NCWSA Regional Meet in Boise,Idaho, while Tina McClellan scratched 3 times withnational qualifying distances in theshot put.Next year 23of 26 athletes will be returning guaranteeing an exciting
year to come. Only two UPS women’s varsity track andfield records remain standing after this year'scompetition.
UPS 30 Pacific Lutheran 95
UPS 51 Western Washington State C. 57Seattle Pacific College Invitational 5th placeNorthern & Eastern Invitational Meet 14th placeQualifiers for Regionals: Sue Kendall and Betty Andrews
Front row: left to right: Shauna Candia,Colleen McKinney,Betsy Ellington; Second row: Cheryl Estes, Alice Sigurdson,Claudia Dabbs,Jerilee June,Kathy Brede,Peggy Boyle,BettyAndrews;Third row: Sue Cleveland,Bonnie Williams,TerriRideout, Rochelle Brousseau, Tina McClellan, CindyConnally, Trade
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The University of Puget Sound's 1976 men's track
team finished with a 4-2 dual meet record, including
an 85 2/3 - 761/3 win over Western Washfngton State
College in Bellingham, the Loggers biggest win of the
year.
Calvin Saunders and Brian Brouillet picked up
doublewinsforUPS inthe win over the Viks,Saunders
capturing the 100 and 220 and Bouillet winning the 3-
mile and Steeplechase. UPS also took a sweep in the
mile run, with Mark Brown winning, to key the
victory.
Sophomore Randy Moon was the Loggers leading
point-producer during the season, scoring for UPS in
the Javelin,High Jump, Long Jump, Hammerthrow,
Shot Put, 120 High Hurdles, and Triple Jump.
Several UPS records.fell during the course of the
season. The new records and record setters are listed
below:
Hammerthrow - Frank Olotoa - 160'4"
Six-mile - Dave Richard - 31:25.0
880 - Steve Miner - 1:55.5
Two-mile - Mark Brown - 9:29.4
120 High Hurdles - Randy Moon - 14.9 (ties UPS
record)
Distance Medley Relay - Willie Browne, Steve
Frische, Mark Torgerson, and Mark Brown (2Vi
miles) - 10:23.0
In addition,pole vaulter Mike Ramoska was ranked
among the leaders in the northwest with a vault of
14'8", set against Western Washington.
Front row: Dave Richards, Brian Brouillet,DonGreco. Second row: Willie Browne, Steve Frees, Coach Guy Rentro. Fourth row: BillCharlie Hamilton, Jim Miller, Brent James,Calvin Saunders,Lloyd Hines, Mark Torgerson, Reggie Brown, Mike (Mad Russian)
Zimmerman, Jim Smith, Allen Frische. Third row: Coach Joe Ramoska, Steve Miner.Peyton, Steve Kitchen, Alex Krummins, Mark Wells,Randy Moon,
MT
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Poetic to the spectator, brutal to the contestant is a
good description for the sport of rowing,and this year
the University o^Puget Sound Crew came together aspoetry in motion. Starting the season with Brian Ray,
George Bryant, Bob Thomas and Tom Hazeltine as
returning lettermen, second year coach Bill Kalenius
added Peter Odland, Mike Curtice, Russ Babcock,
and Bruce Landram to the varsity eight for a very
successful season.
Rising at 5 am to practice on the Blair waterway the
crew jelled into a unit that proved to be the spoiler at
the 1976 Western Sprints in San Francisco. During the
two day regatta the Crew notched victories over rivals
Seattle Pacific, Western Washington and the
University of Oregon, as well as beating U.C. San
Diego and Santa Clara.
Earlier in the season the crew showed of things to
come with a five length victory over cross town rival
PLU for the city championship Meyer Cup. Showing
depth and strength for the future the JV shell stroked
by Russ Babcock with Tom Griffith, Tony Medeiros,
George Jewett, Chuck Shotwell, Brian Cole, Pico
Nagai, and Riley O’Brien also rowed to an impressive
six length win over PLU’s JV. Coxing the Varsity this
year was Jean Bohannan and the pilot for the JV and
lightweights was Tracie Poole.
After winning the Meyer Cup versus PLU, the UPS Varsity eight
accept congratulations from Mr. Meyer: from left, Meyer, JeanBohannan - coxswain, Tom Hazeltine, Russ Babcock, Bruce
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UPS vs PLU Lost 9-0
UPS vs TCC Won 7-2
UPS vs Olympic CC Won 7-2
UPS vs Western Wash. Lost 9-0
UPS vs Whitworth Lost 5-4
UPS vs Central Wash. Lost 8-1
UPS vs TCC Won 5-2
UPS vs Eastern Wash. Lost 9-0
UPS vs Olympic CC Won 5-4
UPS vs Western Wash. Lost 8-1
UPS vs TCC Won 6-3
Won 5 Lost 6
Men's tennis
The 1976 University of Puget Sound's men’s tennis
team wound up the season with a 5-6 won-loss record,a
strong improvement over an 0-17 1975 finish. First year
coach Jim Hovee will lose only one player from this
year's squad,and has good reason to expect a successful
program in the future.
Freshman Ben Jones and senior Eric Depoorter each
played number one singles for the Loggers this year,and
Jones teamed up with Randy Smith to form the number
one doubles team.
The most exciting win of the yearfortheLoggerswasa
5-4 decision over Olympic C.C. on the UPS courts. The
match went down to the wire tied at four, before
doubles team Al Barber and Dale Bryan won a 3-6,6-4,7-
5 decision for the Logger win.
Front row, left to right: Ben Jones, Chris
Woodruff,Mike Dollard, Eric Deporter,
John Jacobson. Back row: Casey Ward,
Jack Whittal, Dale Bryan, Vaughn
Sherman, Al Barber,Kevin Russel,Doug
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*Baseball
The1976 UPS baseball team had a very disappointing
season, even though they did finish with a winning
record. The Loggers finished 21-20, and 12-12 in the
Northern Pacific Conference, good enough for fourth
place.
But the disappointment came from the fact that the
Loggers were favored to win the Conference for the
third straight year, and were also rated among the
nation’s top Division 1 teams in a pre-season poll.
The Loggers did have a good many highlights,despite
not making any post-season playoffs. One of those
highlights was a 15-4 trouncingof cross-townrivalPacific
Lutheran, in which UPS rapped out 18 hits off Lute
pitchers.
The Loggers also beat Seattle U. three out of four
games,Western Washington three out of three games,
and downed Pacific-8 power Washington State U.9-4,to
establish themselves as one of the top teams in the state,
again.
13 players will be back for next year’s team,as coach
Jack McGee already has the nucleus formed for a 1977
squad, which hopefully will be back in championship
form.
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UPS Baseball Team: Front, Bob Campbell, Ralph Oliver, Don row: Coach Bob Storm,Ron Reeves,Steve Thomas,Tim Parker, Lynn
Papasedero,Rob Kraft. Second row: Brad Foltz,Robin McHattie,Rick Fowler, Danny Besett, Doug Holderman, Tom Dixon, Gene Turrel,












69-89 at Montana State









84-66 *Lewis & Clark
**94-87 *Willamette
62-74 at Santa Barbara
68-53 at Fresno State
69-76 at Portland
62-74 at Central Washington
75-77 at Portland State
93-76 Lewis & Clark State
88-76 Stanislaus State
73-62 U. of Redlands
66-80 at Hawaii
94-60 at Chaminade College
75-51 Seattle Pacific College





62-44 at Seattle Pacific College
80-65 Cal Poly, Pomona
75-65 Bakersfield State
80-77 U. of North Dakota
83-78 Old Dominion University







































































LEADING SCORER: Curt Peterson - 712 pts. (20.9 pg) *
LEADING REBOUNDER: Curt Peterson - 311 (9.1 pg)
ASSIST LEADER: Tim Evans - 124
* Most points ever scored in one season by UPS player
* Best FG pet. ever by a UPS player for one season
* Best FT pet. ever by a UPS player for one season
FG PCT LEADER: A.T. Brown - 57.9% (81-140) *
FT PCT LEADER: Curt Peterson- 84.2% (170-202)*
































































Diving: 3-Meter 429.10* 1-Meter 394.25 Jay Gigandet (11 dives)
* Puget Sound Varsity Record




200 yd. Ind. Medley
400 yd. Ind. Medley












800 yd.Free Relay 7:10.61
Men's Swimming
University of Puget Sound swimmers placed in the
Top-10 teams for the second straight year as the
Loggers finished in 8th place in the NCAA Division II
Championships at Springfield,Massachusetts.
Outstanding swimmer for Puget Sound was Dan
Seelye (a junior) who won both the 100 and 200 yard
backstroke events over the defendingchampionGary
Figueroa of University of California at Irvine.
Dan's times of :52.59 in the 100, and 1:55.02 in the
200 back were NCAA Division II records.The100 back
was the oldest Div. II record,held since 1968 by Doug
Russell of Texas-Arlington.
Puget Sound's 400 yd. medley relay established a
UPS school record of 3:33.03 in taking 3rd place. The
Loggers led for 350 yards of a very excitingracebefore
being overtaken by two:44+anchor legs on thepart of
Chico State and Cal Irvine. Seely's lead-off was :53.3,
Steve Webster's breaststroke 1:00.0,Rick Unrue was
:52.1 in the fly,andMorreRude anchored with a:47.6.
A fine relay performance which broke the previous
varsity record by almost four seconds.
Scott Wilson's 2:00.4 in the 200 backstroke for 8th
place was a personal best.
Another varsity record was the Logger's 400 free
relay, which recorded a 3:13.36. Splits: Dan Seelye
:48.5, Rick Unrue :47.5, Dale Ehrenheim :49.1 and
Morre Rude :48.2.
The Logger's 800 free relay team also placed in the
consolations, going 7:10.61. (Ehrenheim1:47.8,Rude
1:46.5,Collier 1:48.4, and Boettcher1:47.9)














Women's Basketball Women's Volleyball
Date Opponent Place
Fri. Jan. 9 Skagit Valley at Mt. Vernon
Wed. Jan. 14 Olympic College At UPS
Sat. Jan. 17 Seattle Pacific at UPS
Wed. Jan. 21 Green River CC at UPS
Mon. Jan. 26 Olympic College at BremertonWed. Jan. 28 Pacific Lutheran at UPS
Fri. Feb. 6 U. of Portland at PortlandSat. Feb. 7 Willamette U. at Salem
Sat. Feb. 14 George Fox at UPS
Sat. Feb. 14 Lewis & Clark at UPS
Wed. Feb. 18 Green River CC at Auburn
Sat. Feb. 21 Linfield at UPS
Sat. Feb. 21 Pacific U. at UPS
Wed. Feb. 25 Pacific Lutheran at PLU
Fri. Feb. 27 Seattle Pacific at Seattle
Small College Tournament
March 4 East.Montana St. C.
(this team won the
tourney & went to
Nationals)
March 5 NW Nazarene
(Nampa, Idaho)






























































UPS vs. Lewis & Clark





UPS vs. George Fox
UPS vs. Williamette











PLU 7-15,15-9, 3-15, 4-15
UPS 12-15,15-8,15-7,15-3












11 wins 8 losses
Outstanding Performances:
Senior,Evelyn Goldberg voted to the 1st team All-league
Sophomore,Alice Sigurdson voted to all league
Honorable Mention
Season Highlight:
Defeating Paciic Lutheran University in front of a large
home crowd that was backingtheUPS womenall the wayl
Women's Swimming
UPS 53 Highline Community C. 76
UPS 53 Western Washington 72
UPS 83 Pacific University 34
UPS 86 Central Washington State 54
UPS 74 Seattle Univ. 49
UPS 25 Pacific Lutheran 117
UPS 93 Univ. of Idaho 35
Season Record 4 wins 3 losses

























"The low point of the season was,of course,all the
many injuries," said wrestling coach Del Rossberg."It
was very disappointing, especially because the
wrestlers we lost were some of our best. We couldn't
even fill all the weight classes all the time.Still, it was
an educational year, andI'm very happy with the way
a lot of our wrestlers performed this year."
For the season, UPS finished 5-11 in dual matches,
and placed fourth and eighth in two of the three
tournaments they entered. Dual-match victims
included Linfield, Willamette, Whitworth, Stanislaus
State,and cross-town rivalPacific Lutheran University,
whom UPS destroyed 39-15.
But the highlight of the season for coach Rossberg
was the fourth place finish at the Pacific Invitational
tournament,a traditionally tough mat event."Having
so many wrestlers do well at one time like that was
probably the biggest thrill of the season." he
commented.
Logger heavyweight Bill Stout finished the season
with the best individual record. He was 15-1 in dual
matches,and 24-4 overall.One of his losses was to the
defending NCAA major college champion, and
another was to the Canadian National Champion.
Coach Rossberg has already started to look ahead to
next year and what it might bring. "We only lose two
wrestlers," says the Logger mentor,"so it should be a
good year. We had a lot of freshmen who were
educated and improved this year,and will really help
us next year. A lot of our success will depend on how
our recruiting goes, also."
Much will also depend on how healthy the Loggers
can stay. "If our guys hadn't gotten hurt so badly this
year,if would have been a whole different story." the
coach concluded.
Wolfrom Patton and Joey Johnson competed at the
NCAA Division 2 Championships at North Dakota
State University. Paton is a senior,Johnson still has
two years of eligibility remaining.
Oustanding Performances:
200 Medley Relay (Tuttle,Ostein,Bond, Seese)2:04.9
200 Free Relay (Ostein,Tuttle, Seesq, Bond) 1:52.4
1 Meter Diving (Jill McLean) 154.05 points
3 Meter Diving (Jill McLean) 146.45 points
Spring Sport'sStatistics
1976 UPS Baseball Results
UPS 3 Lewis & Clark St. 6 L
UPS 3 Lewis & Clark St. 6 L
UPS 3 Lewis & Clark St. 4 L
UPS 5 Lewis & Clark St. 10 L
UPS 3 Portland 1 W
UPS 9 Washington St. 4 W
UPS 1 Lewis & Clark St. 5 L
UPS 9 Western Wash. 4 W
UPS 1 Boise State 4 L
UPS 7 Gonzaga 4 W
UPS 6 Chico State 7 L
UPS 4 Gonzaga 3 W *
UPS 3 Gonzaga 7 L *
UPS 2 Idaho 1 W *
UPS 6 Idaho 2 W *
UPS 2 Seattle U. 1 w *
UPS 0 U. Portland 6 L *
UPS 8 U. Portland 9 L *
UPS 1 Portland St. 2 L *
UPS 3 Portland St. 6 L *
UPS 12 George Fox 0 W
UPS 2 George Fox 1 W
UPS 0 Portland St. 4 L *
UPS 4 Portland St. 6 L *
UPS 5 U. Portland 8 L *
UPS 14 U. Portland 3 W *
UPS 5 Seattle U. 1 W *
UPS 1 Seattle U. 2 L *
UPS 18 Seattle U. 4 W *
UPS 1 Boise St. 7 L *
UPS 6 Boise St. 5 W *
UPS 2 Boise St. 1 W *
UPS 4 Boise St. 3 W *
UPS 6 Idaho 1 w *
UPS 2 Idaho 1 w *
UPS 1 Gonzaga 2 L *
UPS 4 Gonzaga 5 L *
UPS 15 PLU 4 W
UPS 0 Oregon St. 3 L
UPS 5 Western Wash. 1 W
UPS 20 Western Wash. 0 W
* indicates conference game
Final Overall Record 21-20
Nor Pac Record 12-12, 3rd Place
University of Puget Sound
Women’s Intercollegiate Tennis Team 1976
Individual Player Results ***
Team Captains: Kerry Tilson & Cara Sue Cross
Players Matches Record Singles Doubles Tour. Total
Played Won Lost Points Points Points Points
Celeste Brilhante 27 14 13 6 8 12 26
Cara Sue Cross 25 7 18 0 7 9 15
Eileen Galt 9 3 6 2 1 - 3
Michele Gardiner 24 5 19 2 3 5 10
Lynn Ellen Johnson 32 19 13 10 9 12 31
Deanne Nichols 15 11 4 6 5 10 21
Robin Pitchford 5 1 4 - 1 - 1
Joan Selzer 4 1 3 1 - - 1
Frances Schenk 7 2 5 1 1 - 2
Kerry Tilson 28 8 20 4 4 6 14
Lyn Truesdell 3 2 0 1 1 - 2
Zelda Zabinsky 20 13 7 5 8 - 13
*** NCWSA Regional Tournament Results not included.
1976 NCWSA Northern Area Tennis Tournament
Singles Brackets:
1st Michele Gardiner Consolation Winner 2 pts
2nd Cara Sue Cross Consolation Winner 2 pts
3rd Kerry Tilson 4th place 3 pts
4th Lynn Ellen Johnson 3rd place 5 pts
5th Deanna Nichols 3rd place 5 pts
***" 6th Celeste Brilhante 2nd place 7 pts
Doubles Brackets:
1st Gardiner-Tilson 4th place 3 pts
**** 2nd Cross-Johnson 2nd place 7 pts
3rd Nichols-Brilhante 3rd place 5 pts
Total Team Points 39
**** Qualified for Regionals in Pullman, Wash.
May 14 & 15
Team Standings:
Univ. of Washington 90 points 1st place
Pacific Lutheran U. 52 points 2nd place
Univ. of Puget Sound 39 points 3rd place
West. Wash. St. C. 32 points 4th place
Seattle University 24 points 5th place
St. Martins C. 0 points
1976 Track Results
UPS 87 Portland 63
UPS 72 Whitworth 74
UPS 85 2/3 Western Wash. 76 1/3
UPS 66 South. Oregon 87
UPS 103 Seattle Pacific 41
UPS 84 George Fox 61
Vancouver Relays - UPS fifth out of 16
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For 55 Consecutive Years
More People Have Ridden On
GOOD YEAR TIRES SHAUB-ELLISON CO.





























| Tyl PRINT SHOP
We handle printing needs For all your painting needs
of any kind for
the UPS campus. SEE YOUR NEARBY PARKER PAINT DEALER
PROFESSIONAL WORK AT LOW PRICES PARKER PAINT

















McKee Organ & Piano Center
Highland Hill Shopping Center
Bremerton Exit from t-5
R & M Furniture Stripping












i’rorn the UPS FOOD SERVICE
AMERICAN FEDERAL
SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION
960 PACIFIC AVENUE — TACOMA
383-3421
Branches — 3501 S. 58th St.
Tacoma (474-0551)— 10802 Gravelly Lake Dr. S. W.
Tacoma (584-5170)
— 7250 Pacific Avenue
Tacoma (473-2711)
— 1436 Auburn Way So.
Auburn (833 -5310)
— 1705 Cole Street
Enumclaw (825-3541)
— 209 South Meridian
Puyallup (845-7577)
THINK AMERICAN — SAVE AMERICAN
df t i -r PETE i
On the Freeway at Fife




909 So. 28th St.
Tacoma,WA 98409
(206) 272-0232










Addressing & duplicating machines
Dictating machines

















Since our start in 1900, we’ve learned
better methods to harvest our forests;
we’ve been working to control insect,
disease, and fire damage; we’ve ex¬
panded into making thousands of
wood products; and we’ve made the
forests available for recreational op¬
portunity.
Forests are a renewable resource, and
we’ve helped make sure that there are
forests for the future.
In the first decade of the century, we
were reforesting through natural
regeneration. In 1941, we established
the nation’s first tree farm. And now
we’re planting more than 150 million
seedlings and seeding thousands of
acres every year.
Our aim is to stay young with new
ideas and new forests.
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S a r a
1 0 7
F l a n i g a n
,
R i c h a r d
6 5
F l e i s c h m a n
,
S t e v e
1 6 7
F l e m i n g
,
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F l e m m i n g
,
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1 8 1
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F l y n n
,
W i l l i a m
2 3 5
F o g e l
,
J u l i e
1 0 0
F o o t e
,
D a v i d 6 1
F o r a l u n d
,
S c o t t
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F o r d
,
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,
J o h n
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F o r r e s t
,
C i n d y
1 0 3
F o r t e
,
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R a n d y
1 7 2
F r e d r i c k
,
E d 6 5
F r e e b u r g
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C a r o l
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G a l e n
6 5
F r e e m a n
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,
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,
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,
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,
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,
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,
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,
C a r o l 1 6 7
,
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,
C o l l e t t e 1 7 9
,
6 4
F y f e
,
I r e n e 1 2 5
G a b r i e l
,
S t e v e n 2 3 6
G a g h a r d i
,
M a r i a n n e 1 0 9
G a l b r a i t h
,
K i m 1 0 3
G a l l a n t e
,
V a l 1 0 7
G a l l o w a y
,
J a n e
%
G a l t
,






G a n t o n e
,
m a r y
2 3 7








G a r d i n e r
,
M i c h e l e
7 8
G a r f i e l d
,
F r a n k
1 6 6
G a r r i s o n
,
P e g g y 1 6 4
G a s s n e r
,




R o n 8 2
G e h r i n g
,
R i c k 3 1
,
8 2
i i e i D a c n
,
L y r e
1 / 2
,
I / / ,
2 5 /
G e o r g e
,




G e o r g e
,
S a r a h 1 7 9
,
1 0 0
G e r h i n g
,
R i c h
1 7 2
G e r m a n
,
k a t i e 1 0 0
G e r r a r d
,
E l a i n e 9 6
G i b b l e r
,




G i l b e r t
,
L i n d a 6 1
G i l c h r i s t
,
T i m 7 6
G i l l e s p i e
,




G i o v i
,
N a n c y
9 6
G i r a r d
,
E l a i n e 2 3 7




G l a d
,
L o r i 9 6
G l e c k m a n
,
P a t r i c i a 1 0 3
G l e n n
,
B r i s c o e
1 4 7
G l o v e r
,
G r e g
1 6 6




G o l d s w o r t h y
,
K a t h y 6 6
G o n z a l e z
,
S u s a n a
7 8
G o o d s o n
,
N a n c y
9 6
G o r d o n
,
J o a n n
6 2
G o r s u c h
,
L o u i s e
3 4
G r a h a m
,
K a t h y 9 8
,
1 6 5
G r a n l u n d
,
E d w a r d 2 3 7




G r a n t
,
T o m 3 1
B r a y
,
B i l l 1 6 6
B r a y
,
C l a u d i a 9 6
G r a y
,
P a t t i 1 6 4




G r e c o
,
D o n 3 4




G r e e n
,
M i k e 3 1
G r e g o r y
,








G r e y
,
P a t t i 1 0 0








G r i g g s
,
V i v i a n
2 3 7
G r i m e s
,
G e o r g e
8 0
G r i m e s
,
P e t e r 8 0
G r i m m
,





G r i s w o l d
,
A n n 1 0 9
G r o n o s k i
,
L e s l i e
1 6 9
G r o s s m a n
,




G r u m m e l
,
P a t t y
1 0 9
G u l i c k
,
S u s a n 6 6
G u s h i k u m a . K a r e n
2 3 7
H a c k i n e n
,
J a m e s
2 3 6
H a d d e n
,
A n n 2 3 7
H a e d d o n
,
B a r b 1 0 3
H a g a d o r n
,
G r a n t
2 3 7
H a l e y
,
J o n e t t e
2 3 7
H a l i k
,
J e f f
6 3
H a l l
,
C a r l a
2 3 7
H a i l
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H a l l
,
E v i n 9 1
H a l v e r s o n
,
D a l e 1 6 5
H a m i l t o n
,
S u s a n
2 3 7
H a n d e l
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H a n s e n
,




H a n s e n
,
D a v i d 1 6 6
,
2 3 7
H a n s o n
,
K a r e n
2 3 7
H a n s o n
,
M i k e
1 4 3
H a n s o n
,
R i c h 3 1




H a r r e l l
,
O r l a n d o
7 6
H a r r i n
,
O r l a n d o
1 7 1
H a r r i s o n
,
S a l l y
6 4
H a r r i s
,
P a m e l a 2 3 7
H a r r i s
,
T e r r y
3 1
H a r t w i c k
,
S a n d i
6 1
H a s s e l o
,
D a n a 6 5
H a s s e l
,
M a r g i e
9 8




H a u g e n
,
J e f f
6 5
H a w k i n s
,
B a r b 1 6 6
H a w k
,




H a w k
,
S u n l i
6 3
H a z e l
,
J a m e s
2 3 6
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,
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1 6 6
H e a t h
,
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3 1
H e c k
,
B i l l 1 4 3
H e g e l e ,
R o g e r 2 3 7
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,
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,
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2 3 7
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9 8
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9 6
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,
1 6 5
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S u z i
6 6
H e p p e
,
P a u l 1 6 9
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,
T o n y 3 1
,
2 3 7
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,
L l o n a 1 6 9
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,
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1 0 7
H e r r
,
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,
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,
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,
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,
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,
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,
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,
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,
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,
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,
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,
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,
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,
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,
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,
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,
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,
T o n y
6 2
H u m a l o n
,
V i c t o r 8 8
H u n t e r
,





H u n t e r
,
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,
7 3
H u n t i n g t o n
,
G e o r g e
2 3 8
H u n t i n g t o n
,
L a r k i 1 0 0
,
2 3 8
H u n t
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H u n t
,
M a r k 6 1
,
2 3 8
H u r s t
,
M a r y
Q u i n n
1 6 8
H u r s t
,
T r a c y
6 5
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,
D a v i d 2 3 8
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,
G e r r y 1 2 5
,
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,
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I k a d a
,
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I n g l e
,
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1 7 2
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,
S u e 1 0 7
I n v e e n
,
L a u r a 7 6
,
2 3 8




I s o n a g a
,
R o b e r t 2 3 8
I s r a e l
,
K e n 6 7
I w a m i
,
C a t h y
6 0
J a c k i e
,
B o w e r 1 6 5
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J a c o b s
,
J e f f
6 6
J a c o b s
,
J o y c e
6 5
J a h n
,
D a v e
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J a m e s
,
A l l e n 1 6 5
J a m e s
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J a m e s
,
B a r b a r a 2 3 8
l a m e s
,
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,
J o h n
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J a m i e
,
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